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Balling Up a Wire at Both Ends 

 

The first end of the wire can be balled 
up using a butane micro-torch or 
propane hand torch. 

 

The hand torch is sold without the 
propane tank (see Sources at the 
bottom of page 4). It lasts longer than a 
micro-torch and the gas is cheaper. A 
small butane canister costs about the 
same as a big propane tank. 

 

 

 

The flame has two parts. The hottest 
spot is right above the tip of the inner, 
light blue flame. 

 

 

Hold the wire vertically at a right 
angle to the flame, with the bottom of 
the wire touching the tip of the inner 
flame. 
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One end of the wire is now balled up. 

 

 

Balled-up wire is a safe and aesthetic 
way to connect links. The two parts of 
these dangling earrings were 
connected using balled-up wire. 

 

 

First,  ball up 4 wires at one end. 

 

 

Then, insert the wires through the 
holes in the top part of the earrings. 

 

 

Next, insert the wires through the 
holes in the bottom part.  
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Hold the top and bottom parts back-
to-back using cross-lock tweezers. 

 

 

The micro-torch or the hand torch cannot be used to 
ball up the other end of the wires, because the piece 
draws the heat away from the wire. We need a thin, 
quick flame that will melt the end of the wire before 
the heat spreads to the rest of the earring. 

 

 

  

The propane/oxygen torch has such a 
flame (See Sources at the end of p. 4). 

 

You can buy propane and oxygen 
tanks at a local hardware store. 

 

 

 

 

The gas regulator screws onto the tank 
clockwise (like turning water off). 
The oxygen regulator screws on the tank 
counter-clockwise (like turning water on). 
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Turning on the Torch  

First turn the red valve (propane) left 
one-quarter turn. Light (I use a 
cigarette lighter). You’ll get a bushy 
flame. 

 

Then turn the green valve (oxygen) 
slowly to the left. Keep turning the red 
and the green valves alternately to the 
left until the inner flame is tiny and 
you hear a hissing noise.  

 

Turning off the Torch   

First turn off the green valve (to the 
right). 

Then turn off the red valve (to the 
right). 

 

Turn the torch on and off a few times 
until you get used to it. 

Now ball up the other end of the wire. 

Dip the earrings in cold water. (See 
more examples on p. 5.) 

 

  

Sources  

Micro-torches are available from www.harbourfreight.com for $7.  
(http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/displayitem.taf?Itemnumber=42099 ) 

Hand torches are available from www.amazon.com for $37. (Bernzomatic 19527 ST900D Mini 
Torch). 

Propane/oxygen torches for disposable tanks are available from www.harboufreight.com for 
$100. The tip I use the most is #5 and is included. 
(http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/displayitem.taf?Itemnumber=95671 ) 

Read the safety instructions before using. 
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These are some examples of jewelry pieces that were connected using balled-
up wire. You can find the projects for them in my books: Silver and Bronze 
Clay: Movement and Mechanisms and The Handbook of Metal Clay: Textures 
and Forms, and in my DVD, “Workshop at Textures Studio.” 
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